Thank you for visiting us
at Lightfair!
Featured Products:
Task Star Pro
LED Task Star Pro (LTSPRO) is constructed with
aluminum housing and a matte white
polycarbonate diffuser. It has a hi-low rocker
switch and a slide selector switch for changing
Kelvin colour temperature. This sleek fixture
features edge lit technology which means no hot
spots on the polished marble or granite counter
top. 1inch low profile design means the fixture
remains hidden.The quality oflight is the best in
the Industry with a 90 color rendering index
(CRI)and up to 60 lumens per watt. Rated to
50,000 hours and dimmable with most ELV
dimmers, LTSPRO is the most versatile task light
on the market today. Ships complete with captive
mounting screws, cord and plug, end to end
connector and romex connector for hardwire.
READ MORE >>

Tri-Proof Lights
The Tri-Proof Lights are extremely rugged,
resistant to heavy impacts (IK10), dust and jets of
water (IP66), making them ideal for harsh
industrial environments such as factories and
warehouses, but stylish enough for commercial
applications like supermarkets, exhibition halls
and
airports.
READ MORE >>

Ceiling Lights
NSL Ceiling Lights will compliment any designer
look, at home or in your place of business.
Typically, these fixtures will replace any existing
traditional indoor ceiling fixtures, providing
designer quality light solutions, while creating
tremendous energy savings.
READ MORE >>

Vanity and Wall Sconce
Beautifully designed, elegant and a great addition
to any decor, the NSL Vanity Lights & Wall
Sconces will compliment any designer look.
Available in 15W – Wall Sconce and 20W –
Vanity, these fixtures can replace any existing
indoor accent lighting, creating tremendous
energy
savings, at an extremely affordable price.
READ MORE >>

Switchex
SWITCHEX simplifies LED array lighting systems
bycombining an inwall LED dimmer switch and
power supply into a single integrated
unit.SWITCHEX mounts in a standard in-wall
switch box, accepts 120V AC and converts to low
voltage DC. SWITCHEX is compatible with 2channel 12V and 24VDC tape light and constant
voltage fixtures.
READ MORE >>
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